Colombes, November 16, 2017

Lalou Roucayrol and Alex Pella, winners of the
Transat Jacques Vabre in the Multi50 class!
On 16th November at 8.49 am (French time), Lalou Roucayrol and Alex Pella crossed the finish line of
the Transat Jacques Vabre in Salvador de Bahia (Brazil) as winners in the Multi50 category. After sailing
from Le Havre on 5 November, the Arkema pair covered the course’s 4,350 theoretical miles in 10 days
19 hours 14 minutes and 19 seconds, averaging a speed of 16.81 knots. An outstanding performance
for these skippers who managed to overcome both technical and physical hurdles to ultimately claim
victory. Lalou and Alex also relied on the invaluable support of Karine Fauconnier who was in charge
of routing from land.
A dream team for a well-deserved first place on the podium
Lalou Roucayrol and Alex Pella were well placed from the very start and
always in the top two spots among the fleet of the six Multi50 boats in
competition. On the strength of their respective experience coupled with an
excellent partnership on board, the two skippers succeeded in pushing their
machine in the steady wind conditions that it excels in. Throughout the race
down the Atlantic towards Salvador de Bahia, the Franco-Spanish pair were
engaged in a great duel with FenêtreA-Mix Buffet skippered by the formidable
Erwan Le Roux and Vincent Riou. Although they had trained together late in
the day, the pair at the helm of Arkema have achieved a superb victory, the first for Lalou in his ninth Transat
Jacques Vabre race.
A performance that is all the more remarkable given that Lalou Roucayrol and Alex
Pella have overcome a number of hurdles, to begin with electronic failures that were
highly punishing, in particular for receiving weather data. In the fifth night of the race,
the Spanish skipper sustained an injury when carrying out a manoeuver, brutally
trapped between the boom and the winch grinder, which left him with two broken
ribs. Despite these problems, the pair refused to give up, and have now claimed this
splendid victory!
As the team’s weather strategist, Karine Fauconnier fulfilled a key role by enabling the Multi50
flying the Arkema colors to follow the best routes, indeed the routes that have taken the team
to top place on the podium.

Innovative materials at the service of performance
Arkema, a specialty chemicals company, and Team Lalou Multi have combined a passion for sailing, innovation,
and a quest for performance for many years. A partnership both on a human level through the sharing of values
of knowledge transfer, solidarity and accountability, and on a technological level through the use of the Group’s
advanced materials and performance adhesives in the Team’s boats.

A designer of materials and innovative solutions, Arkema shapes materials and creates new uses that accelerate customer performance. Our
balanced business portfolio spans high-performance materials, industrial specialties and coating solutions. Our globally recognized brands are
ranked among the leaders in the markets we serve. Reporting annual sales of €7.5 billion in 2016, we employ approximately 20,000 people
worldwide and operate in close to 50 countries. We are committed to active engagement with all our stakeholders. Our research centers in North
America, France and Asia concentrate on advances in bio-based products, new energies, water management, electronic solutions, lightweight
materials and design, home efficiency and insulation. www.arkema.com
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